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Interzoo 2022 brings the international pet supplies
industry together in Nuremberg
Wiesbaden/Nuremberg – Back on site in Nuremberg after a
four-year absence: The organizer of Interzoo, the world´s
leading trade fair for the pet industry, WZFGmbH- Pet
Industry Services, can once again record a high level of
international participation for this year’s edition, with more
than 1,300 exhibitors from over 60 countries attending the
in-person trade fair in Nuremberg from 24 to 27 May, along
with visitors from 110 countries.
Germany accounts for the largest share of the exhibiting companies with 276
exhibitors, followed by Italy with 120, the UK (101), the US (73), the
Netherlands (72), and many other countries from every continent.1 After an
interval of four years caused by the pandemic, Interzoo is therefore back at
its usual strong international level. The trade fair activities are shared
between 12 halls with three entrances this year, a full supporting programme,
and digital support for scheduling and participating in the fair offered by the
new Interzoo app.
The importance of pets has grown still further since the Covid-19 pandemic
and the measures put in place in connection with it. According to the Skopos
study commissioned by the Pet Supplies Industry Association
(Industrieverband Heimtierbedarf, IVH) and the German Pet Trade & Industry
Association (Zentralverband Zoologischer Fachbetriebe, ZZF), just under
half of all households and 69 percent of families with children have at least
one animal companion. Last year, there were 16.7 million cats, 10.3 million
dogs, 4.6 million small animals, 3.1 million pet birds and many more millions
of pet fish and terrarium species in Germany.
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All given figures date from 10 May 2022.

Pet owners paid their animals even more attention than usual: Healthpromoting pet care articles, premium food, snack rewards, and also new
aquariums and enclosures were bought in greater numbers, and the pet
supplies market enjoyed pleasing growth accordingly. Last year, pet owners
spent about € 6 billion on their animals, or about 6 percent more than the
year before. Growth in online revenue was particularly strong – up 28.4
percent to about € 1 billion.
Germany top in European revenue ranking
The surge in growth on the German market catapulted Germany to top
position in the European revenue ranking last year, followed closely by the
UK and France. The pet market in Western Europe grew by 4.5 percent in
total. Globally, the market grew by as much as 9.6 percent, reaching a market
volume of € 135 billion according to Euromonitor International.
The largest pet markets are North America, with revenue of € 58.4 billion,
and Western Europe, at € 29.8 billion. There was also substantial growth in
the Asia-Pacific region, with pet owners there spending almost € 23 billion
on pet supplies in 2021.
ZZF President Norbert Holthenrich ventures a look into the future: “It’s
uncertain whether this positive trend will continue. Supply chains were
severely disrupted during the pandemic, with delivery bottlenecks and
production problems as a consequence. The commercial world as a whole is
currently suffering from a major shortage of raw materials, and increased
prices when they are available.” He remains confident, however: “Ensuring
the right care for our animals will continue to be a high priority for many pet
lovers in the coming year. The pet industry is also inventive, and will continue
developing products for the benefit of our pets, even under the new prevailing
conditions. The exhibitors at this year’s Interzoo make that quite clear.”
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Familiar brands and young companies on site at Interzoo 2022
Interzoo 2022 now offers an ideal platform to facilitate or bolster additional
business connections at the right time and in the right place. Gordon Bonnet,
Managing Director WZF and ZZF, comments: “Just under a year ago, we
brought the pet supplies industry together online at Interzoo.digital. This year,
familiar brands and young companies will be able to display their new
products on site and in person. They will offer opportunities for trade and
inspiration at their own trade fair stands, in country pavilions, in the Product
Showcase or on the Fresh Ideas Stage. That will bring them face to face and
directly into conversation with potential customers. Even so, there will still be
a purpose and a place for digital products and services. The unbeatable
advantages offered by our in-person trade fairs are the pleasure of
discovering something new, experiences using all our senses, and direct
personal interaction with good friends and new acquaintances. This is where
we can directly experience what the pet supplies market can offer right now,
and what’s being anticipated for the future!”
And there is a lot to discover, with about 4,000 products from the various
segments providing new inspiration and showing where to go to from here:
The current trend is for more sustainability, more premium quality and more
digital support. The presentations by the exhibitors and the accompanying
supporting programme make it possible to get to know each other and pave
the way for business in person.
For all press releases, photos and videos, see the Newsroom at:
www.interzoo.com/en/news
All services for journalists and media representatives are available at:
www.interzoo.com/press
Interzoo press contact
Dr Anja Wagner (PR Manager Interzoo)
T +49 6 11 44 75 53-17
Antje Schreiber (Head of Communication WZF/ZZF)
T +49 6 11 44 75 53-14
presse@zzf.de
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Ariana Brandl (accreditations, press centre)
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ariana.brandl@nuernbergmesse.de
Information about the organizer
WZF GmbH – Pet Industry Services organizes Interzoo in Nuremberg in
partnership with the German Pet Trade & Industry Association ZZF as the
founder and honorary sponsor. WZF is the owner and organizer of the
world’s largest international trade fair for the pet industry. With more than
1,900 exhibitors and about 39,000 trade visitors from 125 countries at the
last event, Interzoo is the undisputed world’s leading international fair for pet
supplies. Since 1988, WZF has engaged NürnbergMesse GmbH to operate
the trade fair. Since the summer of 2020, Interzoo Academy has been
offering specialist presentations on topics of interest to the pet supplies
sector.
WZF is a hundred percent subsidiary of ZZF. With its business fields trade
fairs and events, media work and public relations, education and the issuing
agency for identification markings for protected species WZF makes an
important contribution to the economic and communicative development of
the pet industry.
www.wzf-online.com
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft Zoologischer Fachbetriebe GmbH – Pet Industry Services
Mainzer Strasse 10
65185 Wiesbaden – Germany
Managing Director: Gordon Bonnet
Commercial Register No.: HRB 23138 Wiesbaden District Court
VAT ID No.: DE 113595781
interzoo@zzf.de
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